
341-04541-WFG/JRP
+december 26, 1991

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3/4.8.2 D.C. SOURCES

OPERATNG

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.8.2.1 As a minimum the D.C. trains listed in Table 3.8-1 shall be
OPERABLE and energized.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

as

b.

With one of the required D.C. trains inoperable, restore the
inoperable D.C. trains to OPERABLE status within 2 hours or be
in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN
within the following 30 hours.

With one of the required chargers inoperable, either provide charging
capability to the affected channel with the associated backup battery
charger, or demonstrate the OPERABILITY of its associated battery
bank by performing Surveillance Requirement 4.8. 2. la. l. within
1 hour, and at least once per 8 hours thereafter. If any Category A
limit in Table 4.8-2 is not met, declare the battery inoperable.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.8.2.1 Each 125-volt battery bank and charger shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 7 days by verifying that:

1. The parameters in Table 4.8-2 meet the Category A limits, and

2. The total battery terminal voltage is greater than or equal to
129 volts on float charge('gr.'4) or vW ~oV,Wg arpooQ o~Ihs
g~~f,~).
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cembe% 26, 1991

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS (Continued)

b. At least once per 92 days and within 7 days after a battery discha'rge
with battery terminal voltage below 105 volts, or battery
overcharge with battery terminal voltage above 'N4 volts, by
verifying that:

ciao

l. The parameters in Table 4.8-2 meet the Category B limits,

2. There fs no visible corrosion at either terminals or connectors,
or the connection resistance of these items is less than
150 x 10- ohms, and

3. The average electrolyte temperature of six connected cells is
above 60~F.

C. At least once per 18 months by verifying that:

l. The cells, cell plates, and battery racks show no visual
indication of physical damage or abnormal deterioration,

2. The cell-to-cell and terminal connections are clean, tight, and
coated with anticor rosion material,

3. The resistance of each cell-to-cell and terminal connection is
less than or equal to 150 x 10- ohms, and

4. The battery charger will supply at least 400 amperes for batteries
A and B and 300 amperes for batteries C and D at 125 volts for
at least 8 hours.

, d.

e.

At least once per 18 months, during shutdown, by verifying that the
battery capacity is adequate to supply and maintain in OPERABLE
status all of the actual or simulated emergency loads for the design
duty cycle when the battery is subjected to a battery service test.

$6v(ke) or >d%( ~~'4 fg
At least once per 60 months, during sTiutdown, by verifying that the
battery capacity is at least 80K o the manufacturer's rating when
subjected to a performance discharge test. This performance
discharge test may be performed in lieu of the battery service test
required by Surveillance Requirement 4.8.2. ld.

Annual performance discharge tests of battery capacity shal'e given
to any battery that shows signs of degradation or has reached 85% of
the service life expected for the application. Degradation is
indicated when the battery capacity drops more than 105 of rated
capacity from its average on previous performance tests, or is below
90Ã„of the manufacturer's rating.

r
(gg ~) Q/ (h YgT)

Rgb.(argt)
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! 'g . > ' ~ 'ember 26, 1991

TABLE 4.8-2 (EV.'I'QK)

.BATTERY SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

CATEGORY A( ) CATEGORY B(

Parameter Limits for each
designated pilot
cell

Limits for each
connected cell

Allowable
value for each
connected cell

El ectro lyte
Level

>Minimum level
indication mark,
and < ~24" above
maximum level
indication mark

>Minimum level
indication mark,
and < ~2," above
maximum level
indication

mark'bove
top of

plates,
and not
overf1 owing

Float Voltage > 2.13 volts > 2.13 volts(a) > 2.07 volts

Specific
Gravity(b)

Not more than
0.020 below the
average of all
connected cells

> 1.200(c) Average of all
connected cells
> 1.205

Average of all
connected cells
> 1.195(c)

(1) For any Category A parameter(s) outside the limit(s) shown, the battery
may be considered OPERABLE provided that within 24 hours all the Category 8
measurements are taken and found to be within their allowable values, and
provided all Category A and B parameter(s) are restored to within limits
within the next 6 days.

(2) For any Category B parameter(s) outside the limit(s) shown, the battery
may be considered OPERABLE provided that the Category B parameters are
within their allowable values and provided the Category B parameter(s)
are restored to within limits within 7 days.

(3) Any Category B parameter not within its allowable value, declare the
battery inoperable.

(a) Corrected for average electrolyte temperature.
(b) Corrected for electrolyte temperature and levels
(c) Or battery charging current is less than 2 amps when on charge.
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TABLE 4.8-2 mWk, T

BATTERY SURVEILLANCE RE UIREHENTS

CATEGORY A( ) CATEGORY 8(2)

Parameter Limits for each
designated pilot
cell

Limits for each
connected cell

Allowable
value for each
connected cell

El ectrolyte
Level

>Hinimum level
indication mark,
and < 4" above
maximum level
indication mark

>Minimum level
indication mar k,
and < '," above
maximum level
indication mark

Above top of
plates,
and not
overflowing

2.L'Q
Float Vol tage > ~ volts

Specific
Gravity(b)

2. h8
volts(a)

L.280
> ~35.

2 L+
vol ts

Not more than
0.020 below the
average of all
connected cells

>. Z96
(c) Average of all

connected cells
Average of all
connected cells
> ~35fc)

(1) For any Category A parameter(s) outside the limit(5) shown, the battery
may be considered OPERABLE provided that within 24 hours all the Category 8
measurements are take'» and found to be within their allowable values, and
provided all Category A and 8 parameter(s) are restored to within limits
within the next 6 days.

(2) For any Category 8 parameter(s) outside the limit(s) shown, the battery
may be considered OPERABLE provided that the Category 8 parameters are
within their allowable values and provided the Category 8 parameter(s)
are restored to within limits within 7 days.

(3) Any Category 8 parameter not within its allowable value, declare the
battery inoperable.

(a) Corrected for average electrolyte temperature.

(b) Corrected for electrolyte temperature and level.
(c) Or battery charging current is less than 2 amps when on charge.
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4DNTROLLED BY USER ~
ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

Revised 5/5/88

BASES

A.C. SOURCES D.C..SOURCES AND ONSITE POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS (Continued)

The surveillance requirement for demonstrating the OPERABILITY of the
Station batteries are based on the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1. 129,
"Maintenance Testing and Replacement of Large Lead Storage Batteries for
Nuclear Power Plants," February 1978, and IEEE Std 450-1980, "IEEE Recommended
Practice for Maintenance, Testing, and Replacement of Large Lead Storage
Batteries for Generating Stations and Substations."

Verifying average electrolyte temperature above the minimum for which the
battery was sized, total battery terminal voltage on float charge, connection
resistance values and the performance of battery service and discharge tests
ensures the effectiveness of the charging system, the .ability to handle high
discharge rates and compares the battery capacity at that time with the rated
capacity.

(pygmy~) z.ie ~~Lb+ (.~wg<)
Table 4.8-2 specifies the normal limits for each designated pilot cell

and each connected cell for electrolyte level, float voltage and specific
gravity. The limits for the designated pilot cells float voltage and specific
gravity, greater than 2. 13 vo s .and 0.010 below the manufacturer's full charge
specific gravity or a battery charger current that had stabilized at a low
value, is characteristic of a charged cell with adequate capacity. The normal
limits for each connected cell for float voltage and specific gravity, greater
than 2.13~volts and not more than 0.020 below the manufacturer's full charge
specific gravity with an average specific gravity of all the connected cells
not more than 0.010 below the manufacturer's full charge specific gravity,
ensures the OPERABILITY and capability of the battery.

(Kp.ik~g 2,L8 ~a'Aw( h~iZQ
Operation with a battery cell's parameter outside the normal limit but

within the allowable value specified in Table 4.8-2 is permitted for up to
7 days. During this 7-day period: (1) the allowable values for electrolyte
level ensures no physical damage to the plates with an adequate electron
transfer capability; (2) the allowable value for the average specific gravity
of all the cells, not more than 0.020 below the manufacturer's recommended full
charge specific gravity, ensures that the decrease in rating will be less than
the safety margin provided in sizing; (3) the allowable value for an individual
cell's specific gravity, ensures that an individual cell's specific gravity
will not be more than 0.040 below the manufacturer's full charge specific
.gravity and that the overall capability of the battery will be maintained
within an acceptable limit and (4) the. allowable value for an individual
cell's float voltage, greater than 2.0? volts, ensures the battery's capability
to perform its design function. ('6~i4~) R.(8 wo4 c~( mme~)

If any other metallic structures (e.g., buildings, new or modified piping
systems, conduit) are placed in the ground in the vicinity of the fuel oil stor-
age system or if the original system is modified, the adequacy and frequency of
inspections of the cathodic protection system shall be re-evaluated and ad-
justed in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1. 137.

PALO VERDE - UNIT 1 B 3/4 8-2 AMENDMENT NO. 27
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iR INFORMATIONONL'

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3/4.8.2 O.C. SOURCES

OPERATNG

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.8.2. 1 As a minimum the D.C. trains listed in Table 3.8-1 shall be
OPERABLE and energized.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

a 0

b.

With one of the required D.C. trains inoperable, restore the
inoperable D. C. trains to OPERABLE status within 2 hours or be
in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN

within the following 30 hours.

With one of the required chargers inoperable, either provide charging
capability to the affected channel with the associated backup battery
charger, or demonstrate the OPERABILITY of its associated battery
bank by performing Surveillance Requirement 4.8.2. la. 1. within
1 hour, and at least once per 8 hours thereafter. If any Category A

limit in Table 4.8-2 is not met, declare the battery inoperable.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.8.2. 1 Each 125-volt battery bank and charger shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a ~ At least once per 7 days by verifying that:

1. . The parameters in Table 4.8-2 meet the Category A limits, and

2. The total battery terminal volta e is greater than or equal to
129 volts on float charge(estcsst ssr <st votte~ or /I «I,~(r ~v,v).

PALO VERDE " UNIT 2 3/4 8-9
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TABLE 4.8-2 Q~Z nE,
BATTERY SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMEHTS

CATEGORY A( ) CATEGORY 8( )

Parameter Limits for each
designated pilot
cell

Limits for each Allowable
connected cell value for each

connected cell

Electrolyte
Level

>Minimum;level
indication mark,
and < '<" above
maximum level
indication mark

>Minimum level
indication mark,
and < '," above
maximum level
indication mark

Above top of
plates,
and not
overflowing

Float Voltage > 2. 13 volts > 2. 13 volts(a) > 2.07 volts

Specific
Gravity(b)

Not more than
0.020 below the
average of all
connec-ed cells

> 1.200(c) Average of all Average of all
connected cells connected cells
> 1.205 > 1.195(c)

(1) For any Category A parameter(s) outside the limit(s) shown, the battery
may be considered OPERABLE provided that within 24'ours all the Category 8
measurements are taken and found to be within their allowable values, and
provided all Category A and 8 parameter(s) are restored to within limits
within the next 6 days.

(2) For any Category 8 parameter(s) outside the limit(s) shown, the battery
may be considered OPERABLE provided that the Category 8 parameters are
within their allowable values and provided the Category 8 parameter(s)
are restored to within limits within 7 days.

(3) Any Category 8 parameter not within its allowable value, declare the
battery inoperable.

(a) Corrected for average electrolyte temperature.

(b) Corrected for electrolyte temperature and level,
(c) Or battery charging current is less than 2 amps when on charge.
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FOR INFORMATIONONLY

ELECTRICAL POMMER SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS Continued)

b. At least once per 92 days and within 7 days after a battery discharge
with battery terminal voltage below 105 volts, or battery
overcharge with battery terminal voltage above 'N4 volts, by
verifying that: LSQ

1. The parameters in Table 4.8-2 meet the Category B limits,

2. There is no visible corrosion at either terminals or connectors,
or the connection resistance of',these items is less than
150 x 10- ohms, and

3. The average electrolyte temperature of six connected cells is
above 60'F.

c. At least once per 18 months by verifying that:

1.- The cells, cell plates, and battery racks show no visual
indication of physical damage or abnormal deterioration,

2. The cell-to-cell and terminal connections are clean, tight, and
coated with anticorrosion material,

3. The resistance of each cell-to-cell and terminal connection is
less than or equal to 150 x 10- ohms, and

4. The battery charger will supply at least 400 amperes for batteries
A and B and 300 amperes for batteries C and D at 125 volts for
at least 8 hours.

d.

e.

At least once per 18 months, during shutdown, by verifying that the
battery capacity is adequate to supply and maintain in OPERABLE

status al',1. of. the actual or simulated emergency loads for the design
duty cycle when the battery is subjected to a battery service test.

(Kaitag oc %07,(~TK<)
At least once per 60 months, during shutdown, by verifysng that the
battery capacity is at least 80Ã~o the manufacturer's rating when
subjected to a performance discharge test. This performance
discharge test-may be performed in lieu of the battery service test
required by Surveillance Requirement 4.8.2.ld.

f. Annual performance discharge tests of battery capacity shall be given
to any battery that shows signs of degradation or has reached 85K of
the service life expected for the application. Degradation is
indicated when the battery capacity drops more than 10%~of rated
capacity from its average on previous performance tests/or is below
9(C of the manufacturer's rating. r / (aÃiyz)ac o

(p„,g )„ps'~a4g)

PALO VERDE " UNIT 2 3/4 8"10 AMENDMENT NO. 39
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CQINTROILILED BY USER

TASLE 4.8-2 (LW 5, c)

BATTERY SURVEILLANCE REOUIREh1ENTS

CATEGORY A(') CATEGORY 8( )

Parameter Limits for each Limits for each
designated pilot connected cell
cell

Allowable( )
value for each
connected cell .

Electrolyte
Level

>Hinimum,'level
indication mark,
and < '4" above
maximum level
indication mark

>h1inimum 1 eve 1

indication mark,
and < '," above
maximum level
indication mark

Above top of
plates,
and not
overflowing

2.. K
Float Voltage > g.+ volts > P,.+volts(a)

Z,. l "t
> g.Q volts

Specific
Gravity(b)

l 2'ot more than
0.020 below the
averaoe of all
connec-.ed cells

[,R pd
> 3..28/,(c) Average of all Average of all

connected cells'onnected cells
> %.$5 ~(c);z

(j.) For any Category A parameter(s) outside the limit(s) shown, the oattery
may be considered OPERABLE provided that within 24 hours all the Category 8
measurements are taken and found to be within their allowable values, and
provided all Category A and 8 parameter(s)'are restored to within limits
within ihe next 6 days.

(2) For any Category 8 parameter(s) outside the limit(s) shown, the battery
may be considered OPERABLE provided that the Category 8 parameters are
within their allowable values and provided the Category 8 parameter(s)
are restored to within limits within 7 days.

(3) Any Category 8 parameter not within its allowable value, declare the
battery inoperable.

(a) Corrected for average electrolyte temperature.

(b) Corrected for electrolyte temperature and level,
(c) Or battery charging current is less than 2 amps when on charge.

66WTROLILIE6 4Y USER.
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CQNTRCII.iLED BY USER

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEt1S

BASES

A.C. SOURCES, D.C. SOURCES AND ONSITE POWER OISTRIBUTICN SYSTEt1S (Continued}

The surveillance requirement for demonstrating the OPERABILI Y or the
Station batteries are based on the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1. 129,
"Maintenance Testing and Replacement of Large Lead Storage Batteries for
Nuclear Power Plants," February 1978, and IEEE Std 450-I980, "IEEE Recommended
Practice for, maintenance, Testing, and Replacement or Large Lead Storace
Batteries for Generating Stations and Substations."

Verifying average electrolyte. temperature above the minimum for which the
battery was sized, total battery terminal voltage on fioat charge. conrection
resistance values and the performance or battery service. and discharge =.es ses

ensures the effectiveness of the charging system, the aoi lity to handle high
discharge rates and compares the'battery capacity 'at that ti~e witn the rated

(axtmm) g,<e.woes(r ~gV)
Table 4.8-2 specifies the normal limits for eacn cesignated pilot cell

and each connected cell for e ectrolyte ieve'l, float voltage and specific
gravity. The limits for the designated pilot cells float voltage and specific
gravity, greater than 2. 13 volts =-nd 0.010 below the manufac:urer s fu:1 charge
specific gravi ty or a battery charger current thai nad stabilized at a low
value, is characteristic of a charged cell with adequate capacity. The normal
limits for each connected cell for float voltage and specific gravity, greater
than 2. 13 volts and not more than 0.020 below the manufacturer's full cnarge
specific gravit with an average specific gravity oi ail the connectea cells
not more than 0.010 below the manufacturer's full charce speciric gravity,
ensures the PERABILiTY and capability oi the battery.

( mxxcsm) Q.tih wet re (b:p 'r)
Operation with a battery cell s parameter outside =he normal iimi. but

within the allowable value specified in Table 4.8-2 is permitted ior uc to
7 days. Ouring this 7-day period: (1) the allowable values for eie -. "."lyte
level ensures no physical damage to the plates with an adequate electron
transfer capability; (2) the allowable value for the average specific "ravity
of all the cells, not more than 0.020 below the manufacturer's recommended full
charge specific gravity, ensures that the decrease in rating will be less han
the safety margin provided in sizing; (3) the allowable value for an individual
cell's specific gravity, ensures that an individual cell's specific gravity
will not be more than 0.040 below the manufacturer's full charge specisic
gravity and that the overall capability of the battery will be maintained
within an acceptable limit; and (4) the allowable value for an individual
cell's float voltage, greater than 2.07 volts~, ensures the battery's capability
to perform its design function.

2>'E~ 2.I9 vol s,~&V

If any other metallic structures (e.g., buildings, new or modified piping
systems, conduit) are placed in the ground in the vicinity of the fuel oil stor-
age system or if the original system is modified, the adequacy and frequency of
inspections of the cathodic protection system shall be re-evaluated and ad-

justed in accordance with Regulatory Guide l. 137.
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3/4. 8; 2 D. C. SOURCES"

OPERATNG

LIM'ITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.8.2. 1 As a minimum the D.C. trains listed in Table 3.8-1 shall be
OPERABLE and energized.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

a o

b.

With one of the required D. C. trains inoperable, restore the
inoperable D. C. trains to OPERABLE status within 2 hours or be
in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN
within the following 30 hours.

With one of the required chargers inoperable, either provide charging
capability to the affected channel with the associated backup battery
charger, or demonstrate the OPERABILITY of its associated battery
bank by performing Surveillance Requirement 4. 8. 2. 1a. l. within
1 hour, and at least once per 8 hours thereafter. If any Category A
limit in Table 4.8-2 is not met, declare the battery inoperable.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREHENTS

4.8.2.1 Each 125-volt battery bank and charger shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

At least once per 7 days by verifying that:

1. The parameters in Table 4.8-2 meet the Category A limits, and

2. The total battery terminal. voltage is greater than or equal to
129 volts on float charge( 6 4v)oo'v iei, ~d. sa
c<a

Tf ( f n s(v) .

PALO VERDE " UNIT 3 3/4 8-9
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OI3R INFORMATIONONLO

ELECTRICAL POMER SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS (Continued)

b. At least once per 92 days and within 7 days after a battery discharge
with battery terminal voltage below 105 volts, or battery
overcharge with battery terminal voltage above ~volts, by
verifying that:

i'.

The parameters in Table 4.8"2 meet the Category B limits,
2.

3.

There is no visible corrosion at either terminals or connectors,
or the connection resistance of these items is less than
150 x 10- ohms, and

The average electrolyte temperature of six connected cells is
above 60'F.

c. At least once per 18 months by verifying that:

1. The cells, cell plates, and battery racks show no visual
indication of physical damage or abnormal deterioration,

2. The cell-to-cell and terminal connections are clean, tight, and
coated with anticorrosion material,

3. The resistance of each cell-to-cell and terminal connection is
less than or equal to 150 x 10- ohms, and

4. The battery charger will supply at least 400 amperes for batteries
A and 8 and 300 amperes for batteries C and D at 125 volts for
at least 8 hours.

'.

e.

At least once per 18 months," during shutdown, by verifying that the
battery capacity is adequate to supply and maintain in OPERABLE
status all of the actual or simulated emergency loads for the design
duty cycle when the battery is subjected to a battery service test.

(sxi4a) ae eg, (a;rgb)
At least once per 60 months, during shutdown, by verifying that the
battery capacity is at least 80X<o the manufacturer's rating when
subjected to a performance discharge test. This performance
discharge test may be performed in lieu of. the battery service test
required by Surveillance Requirement 4.8..2.1d.

f. Annual performance di'scharge tests of battery capacity shall be given
to any battery that shows signs of degradation or has reached 85K of
the service life expected for the application. Degradation is
indicated when the battery capacity drops more than 10K of rated
capacity from its average on previous performance tests, or is below
90K<of the manufacturer's rating.

(

tlat((

Q) 0 I%i'/, ( h I $7)

This surveillance requirement, otherwise due March 1, 1991, will be performed
prior to the end of the second refueling outage or by June 15, 1991.

PAI0 VERDE - UNIT 3 3/4 8-10 AMENDMENT NO. 25
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TABLE 4.8-2 p x.g~g

BATTERY SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

CATEGORY A CATEGORY B(2)

Parameter Limits for each Limits for each Allowable
designated pilot connected cell value for .each
cell connected cell

'lectrolyte

Level
>Minimum level
indication mark,
and < 4" above
maximum level
indication mark

>Minimum level
indication mark,
and < 4" above
maximum level
indication mark

Above top of
plates,
and not
overflowing

Float Voltage '> 2.13 volts > 2.13 volts(a) > 2.07 volts

Specific
Gravity(b)

> 1 195 Not more than
0.020 below the
average of all
connected cells

> 1.200(c) Average of all Average of all
connected cells connected cells
> 1.205 > 1.195(c)

(1) For,.any, Category A parameter(s) outside the limit(s) shown, the battery
may be considered OPERABLE provided that within 24 hours all the Category B
measurements are taken and found to be within their allowable values, and
provided all Category A and B parameter(s) are restored.to within limits
within the next 6 days.

(2) For any Category B parameter(s) outside the limit(s) shown, the battery
may be considered OPERABLE provided that the Category B parameters are
within their allowable values and provided the Category B parameter(a)
are restored to within limits within 7 days.

(3) Any Category B parameter not within its allowable value, declare the
battery inoperable.

(a) Corrected for average electrolyte temperature.

(b) Corrected for electrolyte temperature and 'level.
(c) Or battery charging current is less than 2 amps when on charge.

PALO VEROE - UNIT 3 3/4 8-12
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CONTROLLED BY USE

TABLE 4.8-2 ( h.PB~)
BATTERY SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

CATEGORY A -CATEGORY B( )

Parameter Limits for each Limits for each Allowable(
designated pilot connected cell value for each
cell connected cell

El ectrolyte
Level

>Minimum level
indication mark,
and < 34" above
maximum level
indication mark

>Minimum level
indication mark,
and < 34" above
maximum. level
indication mark

Above top of
plates,
and not
overflowing

2.~S .Z.<S
Fl oat Voltage >~ vol ts ' ~ vol ts(a)

2.LQ
> MQ7 volts

Specific
Gravi ty(b)

L ..2'KO
> ~85 Not more than

0.020 below the
average of all
connected cells

<.29C
> ~~c) Average of all Average of all

connected cells connected cells
c)

\

(1) For,,any .Category,A,parameter(s) outside the limit(s) shown, the battery
may be considered OPERABLE provided that within 24 hours all the Category B
measurements are taken and found to be within their allowable values, and
provided all Category A and B parameter(s) are restored to within limits
within the next 6 days.

(2) For any Category B parameter(s) outside the limit(s) shown, the battery
may be considered OPERABLE provided that the Category B parameters are
within their allowable values and provided the Category B parameter(s)
are restored to within limits within 7 days.

(3) Any Category 8 parameter not within its allowable value, declare the
battery inoperable.

(a) Corrected for average electrolyte temperature.

(b) Corrected for electrolyte temperature and level.
(c) Or battery charging current is less than 2 amps when on charge.
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

BASES

A.C. SOURCES D.C. SOURCES AND ONSITE POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS (Continued)

The surveillance requirement for demonstrating the OPERABILITY of the
Station batteries are based on the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1. 129,
"Maintenance Testing and Replacement of Large Lead Storage Batteries for
Nuclear Power Plants," February 1978, and IEEE Std 450-1980, "IEEE Recommended
Practice for Maintenance, Testing, and Replacement of Large Lead Storage
Batteries for Generating Stations and Substations."

Verifying average electrolyte temperature above the minimum for which the
battery was sized, total battery terminal voltage on float charge, connection
resistance values and the performance of battery service and discharge tests
ensures the effectiveness of the charging system, the ability to handle high

.,discharge rates. and compares, the battery, capacity at that time with the rated
capacity.

(.gs'b~) a.ttb wet.s, «( ex s',r)
Table 4.8-2 specifies the normal limits for each designated pilot cell

and each connected cell for lectrolyte level, float voltage and specific
gravity. The limits for the d signated pilot cells float voltage and specific
gravity, greater than 2.13.volts<and 0.010 below the manufacturer's full charge
specific gravity or a battery charger current that had stabilized at a low
value, is characteristic of a charged cell with adequate capacity. The normal
limits for pach connected cell for float voltage and specific gravity, greater

'than 2.13 volts and not more than 0.020 below the manufacturer's full charge
specific gravity with an average specific gravity of all the connected cells
not mor than 0.010 below the manufacturer's full charge specific gravity,
ensures the OPERABILITY and capability of the battery.

(Qgtet gq ) QoA vD6'( ~V) r)
Operation with.a battery cell's parameter outside the normal limit but

within the allowable value specified in Table 4. 8-2 is .permitted for up to
7 days. During this 7-day period: (1) the allowable values for electrolyte
level ensures no physical damage to the plates with an adequate electron
transfe~ capability; (2) the allowable value for the average specific gravity
of all the cells, not more than 0.020 below the manufacturer's recommended full
charge specific gravity, ensures that the decrease in rating will be less than
the safety margin provided in sizing; (3) the allowable value for an individual
cell's specific gravity, ensures that an individual cell's specific gravity
will not be more than 0.040 below the manufacturer's full charge specific
gravity and that the overall capability of the battery will be maintained
within an acceptable limit; and (4) the allowable value for an individual
cell's float voltage, greater than 2 07 voltsh ensures the battery's capability
to perform its design function. ~(Kv.i'm. g 1< wo8s( a ~5+

Ii any other metallic structures (e.g., buildings, new or modified piping
systems, conduit) are placed in the ground in the vicinity of the fuel oil stor-
age system or if the original system is modified, the adequacy and frequency of
inspections of the cathodic protection system shall be re-evaluated and ad-
justed .in.,accordance with Regulatory Guide 1. 137.
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